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1960’s mood board… 



Dialectic of complexity and simplicity 
in science communication 

Science is becoming more complex. 
 

“Because the science we have now so vastly 
exceeds all that has gone before, we have entered a 
new age that has been swept clear of all but the 
basic traditions of the old…it is so complex that 
many of us begin to worry about the sheer mass of 
the monster we have created” 
Derek de Solla Price  Big Science, Little Science 
(1962) 

 



But what to do about that? 
Consideration 1:  study it… 



Consideration 2:  worry about it 
 
“…a second basic law of the analysis of science:  all the 
the apparently exponential laws of growth must 
ultimately be logistic and this implies a period of crisis on 
either side of the date of midpoint for about a 
generation.  The outcome of the battle at the point of no 
return is complete reorganization or violent fluctuation or 
death of the variable…I will suggest that at some point 
during the 1940s or 1950s we passed through the 
midperiod in general growth of science’s body politic.” 
 
Derek de Solla Price 



Consideration 3: What to do about 
communicating in the face of 

complexity? 
1. Don’t let scientists know about the evolution of ‘the monster’  

(The Kuhnian solution) 
 

2. Professional communication must change… 
“…scientific communication by way of the published paper is and 
always has been a means of settling priority conflicts by claimstaking 
rather than avoiding them by giving information..scientists have a 
strong urge to write papers but only a relatively mild one to read 
them….scientists must aim to establish and secure the prestige and 
priority they desire by means more efficient than the traditional device 
of journal publication. “  Derek de Solla Price 
 



Public communication—the good 
news 









The diversity and energy of science 
communication shifts focus to literacy 

 



1960s responses to complexity of and 
in science 

1. May have negative impact on scientists—
how they see science, the difficulty of crises. 

2. Diversity of popularisation is desirable and 
quite viable—simplification is not a ‘problem’ 
but an opportunity. 

3. The image of science in general in the public 
mind is central.    



Science Communication now… 

How well can scientists communicate about the nature 
of science?  Is that part of the job? 

 2014 CPAS ANU Poll 
 
74% of scientists YES 
 
82% don’t know 
how 
 
70% of public want 
more contact with 
scientists 
 
 
 
 
 



science communication to increasingly 
segmented audiences 

 



Image of science decoupled from 
science literacy 



From ‘60s to now 

• Emphasis away from scientists’ responsibility 
to communicate the nature of what they do to 
public responsibility to become literate 

• From diverse popular science with large reach 
to segmented audiences seeing things 
separately 

• And yet, the image of science is still positive 
even if skepticism toward specific results is 
high 
 



What does this mean in practice? 

Time to tackle the 
complexity of science 
itself head on 
 
Scientists may need to re-
take responsibility  
 
Search for common 
spaces for science 
communication 
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